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BEFORE

Built in 1969, The Crystal Dining,
Shell Point’s oldest and most popular
restaurant, needed a fresh take.

BEFORE

The team started with a comprehensive programming and planning phase.

natural light. Included in the remodel

The original buffets and two service

was the addition of an outdoor cov-

stations were removed, and new exposed

ered patio. This creates the ability to

kitchen with top-of-the line cook sta-

have a multitude of different dining

tions were added, bringing the executive

experiences at different times of the

chef action into the dining space.

day or on different nights or by just

The name was simplified to just “The
Crystal” and focus shifted to the sparkle
of the nearby water rather than a chan-

Environments for Aging • special supplement

To the right side of the display kitchen, above the banquette, are large scale

color palette and coastal casual theme.

black and white commissioned photos
of the iconic crystal chandelier once

acoustical ceilings, with different types

seen in the space, providing a nostalgic

of decorative lighting adding energy

note. On the left side, a large aerial map

and a quality feeling. Booth seating

highlights the amazing coastal location

with tropical inspired white screens

this campus is well known for.

and plants break up the large dining

54

restaurant.

delier. The design supports that with new
Design details include high wood

BEFORE

sitting in a different section of the

Overall the design promotes quality

space. The space now opens up more to

dining with easy access to nutrition

the outside with better views and more

and variety in an engaging atmosphere.

Design team: Lori Wegman, president; Meghan Kolund, design director
Photography: Joshua Fuller (before); Amber Frederiksen (after)
Juror comments:
• An amazing transformation
of this dining space! They
introduced an entirely new
service style with the display
kitchen. This must have improved
food quality and adds the
element of staff interaction with
residents. Moving the service
area away from the window
and opening up the view to
the outside was extremely
creative. The way they enhanced
the entry experience was also
dramatic and much more
welcoming and modern. I thought
this project was exceptional and
I’m sure the residents and staff
love the change.

•

Lovely update of a locally wellknown dining venue into a new,
fresh experience. Every surface
was redone, remodeled, and
looks great.
• Very nice mix of use in
application of tile and wood
elements. You can tell the design
details have been carefully
reviewed with regards to higher
toe kicks around service areas
and application of flooring with
regards to maintenance and
durability. Looks like one of the
latest high-end restaurants I
would want to check out. Kudos
to the design team!
•

Simply stunning makeover of
a stuffy and dated dining room.

The skillful use of light, pattern,
materials, and forms provide
visual interest, contrast & depth,
without sacrificing legibility.
• This renovation is one of the
most impressive makeovers in
terms of aesthetics. The new
dining space doesn’t read as
a senior community. The team
took the time and care to rebrand while also paying homage
to the legacy of the space by
memorializing the chandelier.
I also like how it ties to the
landscape and plays off of the
geographical location.

Environments for Aging • special supplement
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Q&A

Lori Wegman
Principal
Wegman Design Group, Inc.
Describe your business
in one sentence.
We are about being
masterful in design, creating
environments which enrich
and enhance the lives of our
clients, their residents and
the community at large.
What drew you to the
senior living design
sector?
Being a broad-based
design firm, operating in
the retirement destination
state of Florida, it wasn’t so
much what drew us, as to

what we needed to do to
be successful. We needed
to be able to design all
our projects for seniors
universally. That fueled
our passion to develop
the credentials to design
spaces that address
seniors’ needs at all levels
of daily living, from the
neighborhood store and
restaurant to the skilled
nursing home, providing
the highest level of dignity
and creativity we can
muster. Our work in senior
living is so interesting

that all projects now to a
large degree are “senior”
projects.
What’s one critical
question your team
always asks clients
in initial project
meetings? Why?
We like to ask, “What do
you want the resident
experience to be for this
space and every other
space in the project?”
In that question we
are trying to get at the
real tactile and visual

nature of the space in
which we can make
a difference in the
design. We then look
to other insights from
the client or residents
to learn what would
make it so. We use
this information to
create enjoyment in
everyday life through
the diversity of
“experience” whether
for the individual in
their private domain or
in the areas of social
engagement.
www.wegmandesign
group.com

Supplement to Environments for Aging
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